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the offspring greatest hits is not only great because it collects all their greatest hits but because it features some
of the band's best songs, as they grew in popularity throughout the years. we can go from punk rock to hip-hop to
soft rock to alternative rock to country music. i think this album incorporates all their styles and is a great addition
to most people's albums. my favourite track from the offspring's album yer favourites is probably the nosebleed

section because it features two songs that i really liked, which made it even better to listen to. the rest of the
album also has songs that i like very much, as well as songs i'm not very fond of, which made the whole album

special. the offspring's greatest hits is definitely worth at least listening to. although it is not one of the best
albums of all time, it can be experienced as an album that provides us with a good sampling of the band's work.
the offspring greatest hits 2010 320kbps albums 1989 the offspring 00:31:26 1992 ignition 00:37:28 1994 smash
00:46:44 1997 ixnay on the hombre 00:42:33 1998 americana 00:43:40 2000 conspiracy of one 00:48:03 2003

splinter 00:36:58 2008 rise and fall, rage and grace 00:53:36 2012 days go by 00:55:14 this is such a great
compilation of all the groups hits. i do not know how they have collected this albums. i love all the albums in this
compilation. both myself and my family enjoy the music and they just keep on coming to the albums so i know i

will keep on enjoying them for a long time.
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one of the all-time greatest albums by one of the great punk bands in history, and one of the all-time
great debut albums by one of the all-time greatest punk bands in history. the offspring was one of
the first punk bands to really make a name for themselves on the independent circuit with three

successful albums on the independent label epitaph. as well as being critically acclaimed and turning
heads on the indie circuit the offspring did well commercially and are one of the bands to have gone
on to do quite well for themselves. as a punk band they also had a few minor controversies, mainly
involving shouting, throwing of beer bottles, and the more public fights with noodles and steve from

the other great punk band nofx. noodles released the offspring on epitaph records, their debut
album recorded in 1989. this album was influential in terms of bringing mainstream media attention

to the new band, featuring singles "pretty fly (for a white guy)" and "come out and play". two eps
were released as well: 1990s the offspring and 1991's give peace a chance. each album's success

led to the release of the next, until their 1994 breakthrough album smash, the offspring's most
successful release to date, scoring multi-platinum status. the first two albums were reissued in 2006,

with the greatest hits album. this album features many hits from the band's first three albums,
including some they released independently. in 1993, after being impressed by a video produced by

the band's manager scott litt, blink-182's tom delonge decided to add his producer credit to the
offspring song "welcome to the jungle" from their 1994 album smash. it was a huge success, and the

offspring and blink-182 moved into a bigger and more professional recording studio. tracks from
"welcome to the jungle" were released as an ep, while the single "come out and play" went to the
no. 1 spot. a portion of the proceeds from the song sales went to the band's fan club, supporting

food banks. 5ec8ef588b
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